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Automated Solutions
We provide two forms of Automated Proctoring: Automated and 
Automated + Audit. Both options provide auto ID authentication, 
proctoring, and reporting to help you administer exams safely and 
securely. As a client of Examity, you have the option to select both 
of these modalities or just one. The choice is yours.

It is important to note that AI and auto ID proctoring are not 
synonymous. At Examity, we use AI to complement our software 
and build a robust service and support model to provide 
effective auto ID proctoring.

Automated
Automated begins before the test does – with comprehensive auto ID 
authentication. This process can be fully configurable by the test administrator, 
so they have total control. 

Once authentication is complete, the test-taker begins the exam. Our auto 
ID proctoring technology takes over, monitoring the test from start to finish. 
At the end of each proctoring session, a full video of the exam, along with 
time-stamped comments, will be posted to the Examity dashboard for review 
by the test administrator.
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Automated + Audit
Many partners prefer to include a formal human audit of the proctoring session, 
saving the test administrator from hours of time reviewing videos. 

Automated + Audit maintains the same customizable authentication stages 
and auto ID proctoring as our Automated solution. However, once the 
proctoring session is complete, Examity will conduct a human audit that will 
review the authentication and exam session, along with any flags raised by 
our software. Following this review, the exam video, along with time-stamped 
comments, will be released to the Examity dashboard.
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Which automated online proctoring solution is right for your organization?
To discuss your test integrity needs and receive a demonstration of our automated proctoring solution,

email info@examity.com or call 1-855-392-6489 today.


